
RISKY PLAY 



HEADLINES 

“Nurseries must not shy away from letting children 
take risks’. 

‘...we are creating overly risk-free environments.’ 

Ofsted chief inspector Amanda Spielman, 2017. 

‘One of the questions I asked our inspectors at a 
recent training session was, “Put your hand up if 
you often see children in nurseries and pre-schools 
getting out of breath from being physically active.” 
Not one inspector put their hand up. It’s not 
something they see on inspection.  

‘When I go and visit settings, which are lovely, 
sometimes I do wonder how much children are 
encouraged to be physically active, because they are 
so safe. I think there is a tension between physical 
activity and being safe.’ 

Gill Jones, Ofsted deputy director, 
2018.  



RISKY PLAY 
according to 
grown ups  

 Children being able to play without being 
told to be careful so they are free to do 
things for themselves independently and 
have fun  

Massive 
amounts of 
fun & 
learning  
, 

Freedom  

Worried practitioners  

Having a go 

Challenge with skilled practitioners near by.  
Helping children to develop a can do attitude   

Speed, height, fun, enjoyment, challenge, physical confidence 

Doing something that an adult would say ‘be 
careful’ to or doing something that an adult 
sees as dangerous/wrong such as going up a 
slide backwoods 

Facing fears 



RISKY PLAY 
according to 

children  

Come back you need to stay with a grown up! 

I like the big muddy puddle. 

Aha, here is the wasp! 

I like playing in the hole with 
Aubrey.  

Stand here it might be 
dangerous! 

This a wiggle, wiggle 
tree! 

If you get it wrong you might hurt yourself.  

Getting lost – you 
might get lost. 

When people are hurt and 
you have to get first aid. 

It might end good, 
it might end bad! 

It means doing something 
you don’t want to do, 



RISKY PLAY 
DEFINITION  

“Thrilling and exciting activity that 
involves a risk of physical injury and play 
that provides opportunities for challenge, 
testing limits, exploring boundaries and 
learning about injury risk”.  
(Sandseter 2007).  



STRIKING THE 
BALANCE  

Striking the right balance between protecting 
children from the most serious risks and 
allowing them to reap the benefits of play is 
not about eliminating risk. Nor is it about 
complicated methods of calculating risks or 
benefits. In essence, play is a safe and 
beneficial activity. Sensible adult judgements 
are all that is generally required to derive the 
best benefits to children whilst ensuring that 
they are not exposed to unnecessary risk.  
 
Children’s Play and Leisure: Promoting a balanced 
approach (Joint HSE/Play Safety Forum High Level 
Statement) 



OUR OWN BELIEFS & ATTITUDES TO RISK  

Photographs courtesy of playcounts.com 



DEVELOPMENTALLY APPROPRIATE RISK 
Photographs courtesy of Roseville Nursery  



BENEFITS OF TAKING RISKS 
Photographs courtesy of playcounts.com 



RISK ASSESSMENT  
Photographs courtesy of Beatle Woods Outdoor Nursery 



INSTEAD OF BE CAREFUL SAY: 

Foster self awareness by saying: 
 
Notice how… these rocks are slippery, the log is rotten, 
that is strong. 
Do you see… the stinging nettles, your friends nearby? 
Try moving… your feet slowly, carefully, quickly, strongly. 
Try using… your hands, feet, arms, legs. 
Can you hear… the rushing water, the singing birds, the 
wind. 
Do you feel.. stable on that rock/log/plank, the heat from 
the fire.  
Are you feeling… scared, excited, tired, safe? 



INSTEAD OF BE CAREFUL SAY: 

Promote problem solving by saying: 
• What’s your plan… if you climb that tree, cross 

that log? 

• What can you use…to get across, for your 
adventure? 

• Where will you…put that rock, climb that tree, dig 
that hole? 

• How will you… get down, go up, get across? 

• Who will… be with you, go with you, help you if? 

 

 



 

 

QUESTIONS? 

A little children's garden must offer 
every kind of inducement and muscular 
play and action. It must be planned 
with a real eye to safety  whilst 
encouraging children to play bravely 
and adventurously. Rough stones, 
narrow curved paths, jumping-off 
places,  and a grassy stretch to lie on.  
 
(Margaret McMillan 1930,  as cited in Solly, K. 2014). 


